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I'm sure we all hope that this is not a false dawn and we may look forward
to life as we knew it before the dreaded Covic pandemic.
We have made a start to normalise our programme. Howard King
organised a very successful evening trip to the Norfolk and Suffolk
Aviation Museum and we have now held two of our popular monthly
meetings.
I have once more been able to include a report on them in the "Monthly
Meetings Roundup." As I write this the weather seems to be set fair.
Fingers crossed!
Our Open Day was a great success and I have included a report and
pictures on that.
Membership has held up quite well and we are grateful for the support of
all our members. Without you there would be no Martlesham Heath
Aviation Society.
As I always say - please keep your contributions coming in.

Alan Powell - Editor

David Mears is the local organiser for the annual Poppy appeal and he has
contacted us to request volunteers.
If you are able to be a volunteer selling poppies please contact David at
kesgravekipper@gmail.com.
Either to offer your services or just to enquire what this entails. Poppy
sellers are always treated with respect and friendliness and it can be an
enjoyable experience. Your good deed for the day!
ED

Newsletter Contributions
If you have an article or a story you would like to share with the
other members of the Society then please send it to me....

Alan Powell - Newsletter Editor
16 Warren Lane
Martlesham Heath
Ipswich IP5 3SH

Tel: Ipswich 622458
E-Mail Address
alanpowell321@gmail.com

Other Committee Contacts...
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Program Sec.
Membership Sec.
Publicity Sec.
Catering
Clerk of Works
Museum Manager
Sound & Lighting
Engineering
Groundsman

Martyn Cook
Howard King
Alan Powell
Pat Lisseman
Vicky Gunnell
Martyn Cook
Howard King
Peter Morris
Colin Whitmore
Ian Lisseman
Allan Stimson
Brian Gray
Robert Alexander

(01473) 614442
(01473) 274300
(01473) 622458
(01473) 611665
(01473) 720004
(01473) 614442
(01473) 274300
(01473) 415787
(01473) 729512
(01473) 611665
(07823) 492750
(01394) 383163
(07766) 336068

Despite Covid-19 we have been able to welcome the following 8 new
members since our last Runway 22.
Eugenie Brooks
Quillon Fox
Paula Fox
Gary Lee
Arthur Tydeman
Beryl Tydeman
Les Hughes
Lesley Vince
Should you know of anyone wishing to join the following fees apply:
Single Membership cost: £8 on joining, £7 per year thereafter.
Joint Membership costs: £13 on joining, £11 per year thereafter.
Should you wish to contact me my details are as follows:
Martyn Cook : 4 Peel Yard: Martlesham Heath : Ipswich : IP5 3UL
Telephone: (01473) 614442
Email: martyn.mhas@gmail.com
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However, not daunted at this Ivan joined Parham Airfield Museum where
he helped to set up the Museum of British Resistance Organisation.
A regular member of the MHAS, Ivan was a larger than life character and
he will be sadly missed at our monthly meetings and visits.
Rest in peace Ivan.

Martyn
MHAS Chairman

That's what we billed it as, but it turned into a full blown Open Day and
a very successful one. Seems as if half the local population turned out and
the atmosphere seemed to be of relief. Relief that it looks as if things may
be returning to normal.
Plenty of stalls including food stands and attractions, everyone I spoke to
said how enjoyable it was.
A lot of work for Martyn and all the helpers but a great boost to our funds.

Wh at ’s on
Vicky Gunnell - Programme Secretary

Please check on our web site…www.mhas.org.uk
for further information regarding future meetings.
1st October ‘21 .…………… The Battle of Barking Creek………….. NICK BLACK

A Ransomes, Sims & Jefferies Traction Engine
Built in Ipswich. It’s owner is Richard, so it’s affectionately know as Steaming Dick

‘True story of Fatal Friendly Fire that helped the RAF Win the B of B’

5th November ‘21 .…..….. Bentwaters 75th Anniversary ……….. SIMON GLADAS
‘The RAF years’

3rd December '21 .……..……. Audio Visual Presentation ……..

PETER EMPSON

‘Surviving 15 years of Bush Flying in Africa'

7th January '22 .……..……. Audio Visual Presentation ………….
' '

4th February '22 .……..……. Audio Visual Presentation …………
' '
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Classic Cars
Clubs taking part: SVEC, 100 FEMG, The Roman Roadsters & Private Owners
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Moscow, as Defence and Air Attaché, during the turbulence of Russia’s
emergence from the Soviet era.
Phil concentrated his talk on the ups and downs of our association with
Russia between the Russian air force and politicians in a century of
co-existence from the Russian Revolution of 1917.
He travelled widely across the former Soviet Union, including journeys
to Murmansk and Archangel, accompanying RAF and other British
veterans as they re-visited the scenes of their operations in World War
Two.
600 RAF men, and aircraft to form two ‘Hurricane’ squadrons, made up
the cargo of the first-ever Arctic Convoy, in August 1941. Those veterans
are still linked and supported by a Royal Air Force Russia Association, of
which Phil is the director.

The ever popular Jive Dancers

Ivan was born in Belstead village nr.Ipswich. On leaving school he went
to work at Ransomes and Rapier where his father worked.
When war was declared Ivan’s father joined Churchill’s Home Guard. A
short time after, Ivan at the age of 17 also joined.
Ivan and his father operated in the Belstead area were as a child Ivan had
played and had built up a good knowledge of the area.
Ivan later received permission from Ransomes & Rapier to apply to join
the RAF which he successfully did.
War ended and Ivan married. Ivan and his bride went to live in Bentley
where Ivan went to work on the railway. He carried out a number of rolls
on the railway before retiring after 40 years service.
Ivan was always keen to tell children of his wartime experiences, in fact
anyone who would listen. For 10 years he and a number of other Suffolk
ex-RAF personnel were invited each year to visited Duxford during
school holidays in a project called ‘Meet the Veterans’. Sadly in 1916
there was no invitation to Duxford. Ivan later found out that Duxford had
axed the project much to the indignation of Ivan and his chums.

A Relaxing Afternoon in the Shade - with a Friend
Page 3
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hoped, following the fall of France, Norway and elsewhere to the Nazis –
would “Set Europe Ablaze” – which they certainly attempted to do.
Robert went into detail about the Norwegian S.O.E. This followed his
explanation of the “feeble” attempt of the British to prop up and support
the Norwegians when the Germans Invaded.
British support was so poor that this, as much as anything, hastened the
departure of Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain, who was not a well
man any anyway.
To help his talk Robert showed us photos documents – many of which he
had researched – some unique to his collection. The Norwegian plight
under the Nazis got worse and worse…. and the best way to help them
was seen as clandestinely sending in SOE Agents (via “The Shetland
Bus” ( disguised fishing boats to look Norwegian) and other means.
Agents provided vital intelligence for such things as The Telemark Raid
(sabotaging the Heavy Water plant used to help develop atomic
weapons)… but also the S.O.E. sent in assassination squads to kill high
ranking Nazis and Quislings – particularly after the Germans, with the
help and support of the Quislings - had summarily shot or executed many
Norwegians. Robert estimated that British trained agents shot about 80
Nazis and their Quisling sympathisers.
Throughout the talk, Robert mentioned the involvement of James
Bond author Ian Fleming, and his brother within the SOE, and he
reckoned that many items in the 007 books were based on the two
Flemings war time experiences – some harking back to S.O.E. wartime
experiences.
In his vote of Thanks our President Richard Barker mentioned he had
been privileged in his working life to meet a small number of ex- S.O.E.
people – and how unassuming yet fascinating, they were in later life. He
congratulated Robert on the tenacious research he used to put the talk
together.
Friday September 3rd and we were able to host the second monthly
meeting since the lock-down. Air Commodore, (retd), Phil Wilkinson was
our distinguished speaker.

Ipswich Piping Society
Yes there was a lot of hard work that went on behind the scenes prior to
the event. Robert Alexander (his name keeps cropping up) worked like a
Trojan keeping the site clear and tidy. In fact I have (unofficially) renamed
the area behind the CT where the Anderson Shelter and the ‘Secret
Bunker’ live as ‘Alexander’s Wood’. On Saturday evening there were a
number of residents besides the squirrels and bunnies. They were friends
of MHAS that Robert had invited to join him in a sleep over on the
Saturday night after which they joined the military vehicles on the meet.
Did you notice how tidy and weed free the signal square was. Robert
invited some friends to come along and help remove a multitude of weeds
that had gradually built up within the square. Sisters Callistea Kohler and
Sister Stephanie Jordan, from the Ipswich, Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter day saints spent a great deal of very productive time on Saturday
removing those weeds so that we could once again enjoy a clean signal
square. Thank you sisters, you did a great job.

Phil Wilkinson’s 40 years in the RAF involved thousands of hours in the
air. His time on the ground was equally challenging, including exchange
appointments at both the French and United States Air Forces War
Colleges, and assignment as commander of the RAF station in Berlin at
the time of the Fall of the Wall. His final period of duty was based in

Locating stalls, stands including food stands was a task in itself. The
lockdown meant that a number of these had given up so the hunt was on
to find replacements. My thanks to those who helped with companies
names etc. to fill the void.
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As I mentioned in the September MHAS Times. One thing that had
always eluded us was a Traction Engine (well me I suppose) to go with
our stationary engines.
In July this year we had a return visit of the Roman Roadsters as seen in
the September MHAS Times newsletter. The Roman Roadsters elected to
return to support our event. One of their number Richard Hemington has
a Ransomes built traction engine. With the help of Derek Spall and son a
local heavy recovery outfit and more importantly owners of a low loader
very kindly agreed to collected the engine from near Colchester. It was
brought to Bt Research centre earlier in the week and on Sunday morning
Richard fired it up and brought it to the event. Richard we cannot thank
you and Derek Spall enough for bringing this delightful engine built of
course in Ipswich to our event, I bet it brought back memories for those
who remember when engines such as this powered to agricultural world.
One last group I need to thank are those members who came along at
8.00am to help, boy did we need them. Thank you all very much indeed
for all your hard work.

The McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom

And the familiar F-4 Phantom, a plane that RAF Bentwaters and
Woodbridge airfields was home too for many years, a great plane.
I could include many more but space does not allow it.
Thank you Howard.

Martyn
MHAS Chairman

Martyn
MHAS Chairman

I have received the following account of this air accident over Ipswich
from Colin Burrows. Thank you for submitting it Colin. It adds to the
story which was submitted by our member, Roger Brown in 2020.

ED
On the 29th June 1949 a De Havilland Vampire jet plane crashed into a
house number 54 (56) Myrtle Road, Ipswich, the house was badly
damaged, the jet suffered a flame out in front of a De Havilland Hornet,
causing the Vampire to crash. The De Havilland Hornet managed to land
safely a short while later.
The jet aircraft had been practicing a "Dog Fight" over the town. The pilot
was killed. Pamela Cooke (13) died of her injuries soon after the crash,
she lived at 41 Myrtle Road.

Martlesham Heath Aviation Society re-started its Monthly Meetings on
Friday 6th August. The following report was submitted by Howard
King. Yours truly was on holiday and missed the talk.
We were unsure how many people would turn up – but were delighted to
have a very good turn-out – and were able to meet old friends – and
welcome new ones.
We were entertained by Robert Pearson, an ex-Fireman, who changed to
become a Teacher at Kesgrave High Scholl – so some reading this will
find his name familiar.
Since retirement he has taken to researching and publishing books.

I was 9 years old at the time, and was watching the two ‘planes in action
from my back garden in Dereham Avenue, which is about 300 yards from
the Holywells Park Main entrance.

The Theme of his next book was encapsulated with his talk “Most Secret”
– the main thrust of which was the Operations of The S.O.E. (Special
Operations Executive) during World War 2 – with the aim, as Churchill
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To me it seemed like the two 'planes were heading for each other head on.
It looked like a collision but actually the Vampire made a violent turn
causing a flame out, smoke or vapour was trailing from the Vampire jet as
it started to descend. It looked like the pilot was doing his best to control
the vertical decent, in actual fact the plane narrowly avoided hitting the
very large gasometer, and in doing so took the roof off of number 54 (56)
Myrtle Road and finally crashed through a brick wall into trees just inside
the park.
My father had just left off work from Ransomes and Rapier, and was in
the dock area so he headed for the crash site only a few minutes away, and
in among the debris noticed the remains of the pilot lying against a tree
still in his ejector seat. A tragic sight, my father said.
A Goblin Jet Engine
I have included this picture of a Goblin engine. I often refer to this type
of engine in our PowerPoint presentation on RAF Martlesham Heath. It
was the reason for concrete being laid down at the end of the tarmac
runways. The Goblin engine exhausts downwards began rolling up the
tarmac.

A few weeks later I visited the crash site looking for pieces of the plane,
and found small pieces of airframe a control knob, and an unexploded
20mm shell that the aircraft carried, unfortunately the park keeper
confiscated it, but my father was able to acquire a complete 20mm shell
that he deactivated and I still have that as a reminder of the day.
It is now 69 years from that tragic day and I have now been able to obtain
pictures and information on the pilot, the aircraft and other info relating
to the actual cause of the crash, and the aftermath. It was thought at the
time that the two aircraft had a mid-air collision, but new information
some 69 years later revealed the cause of that fatal air crash, thanks to the
Internet.
The damaged semi-detached house referred to as 54, was in fact 56. 54
was the far house of the pair.
I‘m now 81 years old, but I remember it as if it were only yesterday.

This surely begs the question - what were the two aircraft performing mock attacks over a built up area?
ED
Updated information January 2017 Also submitted by Colin Burrows.
The Hawker Hunter
The Hunter, a favourite plane from yesteryear. Still looking smart despite
living outside.
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Vampire F Mk3 VF347 Built at EE Co, in Preston and then 1 Aug 1947;
to No.33 MU Lyneham 6 Aug 1947. Transferred to No.27 MU Shawbury
6 Aug 1948.
Temporarily operating from Martlesham Heath as part of the 'friendly'
force in Ex 'Foil', six squadron Vampires were scrambled at about
17.30hrs to intercept an incoming raid of Hornet fighters. A low-level
Page 6

dog-fight developed in the Ipswich area. Sqn Ldr Beddow was heard to
radio for assistance as he attacked two Hornets and was seen to make a
steep left-hand turn in front of two of the 'attackers'. The Vampire was last
seen trailing white smoke as the Sqd. Ldr. Beddow appeared to lose
control and dive vertically towards the centre of Ipswich and was killed
as the aircraft hit the top storey of a house in Myrtle Road, crashing
through a brick wall and exploding in trees on the edge of Holywells Park.
Two children living in Myrtle Road were injured and rushed to hospital
where one later died of her injuries.
The accident was confirmed on 30 June 1949 and the aircraft was SOC as
scrap on 13 July 1949.
The photograph below was of the crash site.

clearly looked back on his RAF career with affection. We miss
Charles but Keith his son is now a member.
ED.
Norfolk & Suffolk Air Museum
This was our first visit to another museum since 2019 when we visited the
Rolls Royce Museum in Derby.
Howard King organised the visit and thankfully the weather improved
from dark skies to sunny skies during the bus ride.
The trip began from the Community Hall car park were we normally meet
for our monthly meetings. The bus drew away just after 5.00pm and we
arrived at the museum at a little after 6.00pm.
To all intents and purposes it was a visit just for MHAS members as the
museum had not officially opened at that time.
What we didn’t know was that the museum had laid on food and drink of
all descriptions. We have to thank Mel for that sumptuous spread, she is
in the picture below (not a great picture - I hate using flash). The other two
you will no doubt recognise as being Robert Alexander (I said he
gets everywhere) and Brian Gray.
The food and drink sustained us
until we left at around 8.30pm.
Steve the curator was on hand to
welcome us to the museum and
gave an account of how the museum was formed from what was a
USAAF airfield just a short distance away. He also included how some of the aircraft were transported
in.
I have included a few photographs to remind those who went of a great
visit.
We thank sincerely Howard and the Norfolk & Suffolk Aviation Museum
for a very very enjoyable evening.

No.54 was in fact No.56 Myrtle Road
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the battleship "Tirpitz" in late '44 where 12,0001b "Tallboy" bombs had
been lost through slipping from their slings in the bomb bay. During the
summer of 1947 all non-commissioned aircrew ranks re-vamped and
were re-mustered into a trade designation which was highly unpopular.
That, plus the fact there was talk of going to Woomera, Australia, I
decided to cut my ties with His Majesties Royal Air Force and remain
earthbound.
That ends the story of my time with the Bomb Ballistics Unit. I only flew
once with BLEU. (Blind Landing Experimental Unit,) during my time at
Martlesham. All ranks went about their duties with very little interference
from other parties.
To finish on a lighter note, after the first working parade in the morning
discipline for NCO aircrew consisted of being Orderly Sergeant about
once every ten weeks or so. Not a great burden. One weekend tour of duty
stands out my memory, Saturday night, we all want a free evening.
Sequence of events; Meet Orderly Officer at airman's mess Me,
"Attention, Orderly Officer any complaints”? Not a movement, Good.
Right, we will continue to the Guardroom, on the main road opposite
Station H/Q. I'm thinking… another ten minutes and that's Saturday's
duty done Corporal of the guard comes out slightly flustered. Me,
"Orderly Officer to inspect the guard" Corporal lines up 4 airmen, Orderly
Officer walks round, eyes them up and down, they pass muster. Good. We
go inside, it is 1800hrs. Orderly Officer, "Do we have any detainees or
prisoners?" Cpl. "Yes, one" Orderly Officer, “We will inspect the
prisoner."
It was at this point I knew we had a problem and the reason for the
Corporal's unease. We went to the cell it was empty! Orderly Officer,
"Where is the prisoner?" Corporal, "He's gone to Crown Point for Fish
and Chips He will be back very soon!” It is now 1820 hrs and my quiet
evening in has gone out of the window. From then on it was a question of
who to inform first, if the prisoner was going to return he would have
done so before the guard mounting had begun. He had dropped the
corporal right in it. I informed our camp SIB man who informed the
relevant authorities in Ipswich, I spent most of the evening waiting by the
phone, the call finally came around about 2100hrs. to say that he had been
picked up on Ipswich railway station waiting to board a London train. No
trace of fish or chips! CHARLES ANTELL. Member number 171

In view of the interesting talk given at our September meeting by Air
Commodore Phil Wilkinson this article is particularly relevant. Phil
Wilkinson spoke of "A century of co-existence with Russia".
Henry Ramsbottom Isherwood took off from RAF Martlesham on his
final fatal flight.

ED

Wing Commander Ramsbottom-Isherwood, Sqd Ldr HH Rook, Sqd Ldr
AG Miller and P/O Haw were the only four Allied recipients of the
USSR's senior order in the war.
The Wing's mission was to train Russian pilots and ground crew in the
flying and maintenance of British Hurricanes. Most of the aircraft went
on to fight in the Defence of Leningrad.
The Hurricanes, flown by both British and Russian pilots, engaged the
Luftwaffe's Me 109s and JU 88s above Murmansk.
In January 1941 Isherwood was posted to Fighter Command and was
given command of a sector in No. 9 Group and later served as a controller
at the group headquarters. In August 1941 Isherwood was selected to
command No. 151 Wing, which was being formed for a mission
codenamed Operation Benedict, which was planned in the immediate
aftermath of Operation Barbarossa, the German invasion of the Soviet
Union.
The aim of Operation Benedict was to take two squadrons of Hawker
Hurricane fighters to defend the naval port of Murmansk in northern
Russia and to train the Soviet Air Force to operate the aircraft which
would be the first of more than two thousand to be supplied.
Arriving on the first Arctic convoy at the beginning of September 1941,
the wing established itself at an airfield at Vaenga (renamed Severomorsk
in 1951).
Besides training the Soviet pilots and ground crew, the wing claimed 15
enemy aircraft destroyed plus four 'probables' and seven damaged, for the
loss of a single Hurricane in combat.

Charles Antell is sadly no longer with us, but he had been a
member for several years. He lived in Beverley in Yorkshire. He

None of the Soviet bombers that they escorted was lost. At the end of
October, when the wing had handed their last aircraft to the Soviets, they
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were ordered by the Air Ministry in London to travel south by rail through
the Soviet Union for further service in the Middle East theatre.

height and fire some smoke-puffs so that the ground station could sight
their cameras on our position.

Isherwood compiled a lengthy signal stating that the journey was likely
to take three months, that no rations or winter clothing were available and
that there was a considerable danger of being overrun by the advancing
Germans. The order was rescinded and the wing was evacuated by sea.

One fine day we had an order through that a 22,0001b bomb was to be
loaded and dropped off Orfordness. We went to Woodbridge to be
bombed-up in the morning and everything went well, The only
responsibility I had as Flt. Engineer was to visually see that the missile
was sitting correctly in it's sling and the general aspect was acceptable.
This completed we were ready to start up and prepare for take-off. We
started the engines and warmed them up for our take-off run. Taxiing
round the perimeter track it was very noticeable that the undercarriage
oleo legs were under quite a strain with the load we were carrying. Taking
it very carefully we slowly taxied to the end of the runway, lining up for
our pre-flight checks. That done, we were cleared for take-off. We opened
the throttles to maximum, and away we went. A nice middle line down the
runway the bouncing movement becoming shallower and shallower,
until, on the final touch of the wheels on the runway we shot into the air
like a rocket.

He was awarded the DFC for his service during the operation as well as
the Order of Lenin. The Order of Lenin awards were made in London by
USSR Ambassador Maisky in the presence of Lady Churchill.
Returning to Britain, Isherwood took command of a series of air bases.
He was intended to command No. 153 Wing, a much larger fighter force
which was due to be sent to Russia in late 1942, but the plan, codenamed
Operation Jupiter, was abandoned, perhaps because of the heavy losses to
the Arctic convoys. In 1944, he took command of No. 342 Wing in Burma.
Returning from southeast Asia in 1947, Isherwood became Commanding
Officer of RAF West Malling. On 24 April 1950, he took a Gloster Meteor
IV jet fighter for a test flight, but ran into a severe snow storm and crashed
near Tonbridge and was killed. Much of the Meteor's wreckage was
recovered in 2003.
A military funeral was held on 29 April 1950 at St Felix church in
Felixstowe.
In 2009, Isherwood's medals were put up for auction at Sotheby's by his
only daughter. They were bought by an anonymous Russian bidder for
£46,000. The sale aroused considerable interest in New Zealand where his
nephew conducted an unsuccessful campaign to acquire the medals. A
television documentary about Isherwood called Operation Hurricane was
made by Prime TV in New Zealand in 2012.
'Ish' Isherwood served in the New Zealand Rifles before travelling to
Britain to join the RAF.
Many brave pilots flew in the skies over Capel during World War Two,
and this aspect of the parish's aviation history was recorded in Capel
Explored Two. One such pilot, who survived years of wartime service,
tragically lost his life after the war when his plane crashed near Five Oak
Green.

My first reaction was, what has happened? Looking out of the starboard
blister above my panel it was obvious, the bomb had come adrift and was
ploughing a lone furrow into the concrete runway. Flying Control were
agog that we had lost our load, asking all sorts of questions about what
went wrong. We were as much in the dark as they were. Seeing that it was
a very wide runway and there was very little risk of explosion we were
granted permission to land. Circling the airfield it looked as though the
bomb had travelled about l00yds.and become extremely warm because
there was a faint mist around it, which I suppose could have been
powdered concrete.
We landed, and the questioning began. Had we released it? Were the
armourers to blame? Was it a malfunction of equipment? There were no
answers to any of these questions at that time, and I never did find out
during my time in the RAF what had actually happened. I expect if
anyone wanted an explanation it could be found somewhere in RAF
records. When the Coles crane finally lifted it off the runway the
underside was all colours of the rainbow, showing that it had been
extremely warm.

Under the headline 'Fighter Ace Killed In Jet Crash', the Tonbridge Free
Press of 28th April 1950 broke the news that the commanding officer of
RAF West Malling, 44 year-old Group Captain Henry Neville Gynes

This raises another question, were the bombs we used filled with Torpex,
or, as someone said at the time, beeswax? Torpex and beeswax I believe
were of a very similar texture, certainly the weapon would have had to
have been the right weight for our trials. I don't think any detonators were
fitted. There were some instances I believe, during the offensive against
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I just took a leaflet from the mailbox.
It said you can have sex at 73
I'm so happy because I live at number 71.
It's not too far to walk home afterwards
and it's the same side of the street.
I don't even have to cross the road.
Political jokes - Problem is they often get elected.
Boom Boom
JOTTINGS FROM THE BOMB BALLISTICS UNIT 1946-47
When the war finished in 1945 I was serving with 149 Sqdn at Methwold
we did some trooping trips from Italy, but with the bad weather at the end
of '45 this came to a halt, At the beginning of '46 a vast number of aircrew
were being made redundant. A reduced compliment of crews from our
squadron reformed at Tuddenham and our Skipper opted to go with
Transport command, This left me crewless and facing redundancy.
I was given two German POWs to help me clear furniture and flying
clothing left by the retiring Squadron. One of the requirements of the job
to make certain that left and right flying boots were to be kept in separate
heaps so that when sent away to be burnt they could not be used as pairs,
very cunning!
My posting came through at the end of May, to report to the BBU,
Martlesham, “where's that?” I asked. Blank looks all round! The orderly
finally came up with Suffolk “What does BBU stand for?” Even blanker
looks! I got my rail warrant and headed off into the great unknown and to
discover that the “BBU” stood for Bomb Ballistics Unit. After the
sprawling airfields of Bomber command I found Martlesham Heath very
compact and comfortable.
Our Unit composed, as far as I remember, one Anson, one ex 617
squadron Lancaster, two other Lancs, a Mosquito, and later a Lincoln.
Our duties consisted of flying to Woodbridge, bombing up, then flying on
to Orfordness, climbing to about 20,000ft and dropping our bombs into
the sea. Simple. Most of the time, yes. I can only assume the reason we
didn't bomb up at Martlesham Heath was that the runways were rather
short and take-offs with a full bomb load would leave no room for error.
Our routine generally was to fly over to Orford, climb to a designated
Page 13

Ramsbottom-Isherwood, AFC DFC Order of Lenin, was killed on
{Anchor:_GoBack}Monday 24th when his single-seater jet fighter
Gloster Meteor F4, VT185, crashed in a field on Moat Farm, Five Oak
Green. The actual site was described as about a mile from the road, near
a fringe of woodland close to East Lock.
The topography of the area is now dramatically changed by gravel
digging and the creation of lakes.
Group Captain Ramsbottom-Isherwood, known to his friends as 'Ish', was
on his way from Suffolk to West Malling when he crashed. He was a New
Zealander who in 1941 led the RAF Hurricane Wing in the defence of
Leningrad, hence the award of the Order of Lenin by the Soviet
government. One of the RAF's most experienced pilots, with 3339 flying
hours on propeller driven aircraft such as the Hurricane, he had only 13
solo hours on the Meteor. The difference between the two is said to be like
comparing a go-cart with a Ferrari. At his death he was just three months
short of 20 years service.
While William Tolhurst, the farmer, was at a meeting in Maidstone all the
morning and knew nothing of the accident until told by a Courier reporter,
there were several witnesses to the crash and its aftermath.
About 11 a.m. Gilbert Sturmer was feeding bullocks at Moat Farm,
glanced up and saw a jet plane coming out of the clouds, turn sharply to
the left, lose height suddenly and dive straight into the ground. He saw
two puffs of smoke and heard the echoes of two explosions. The first, a
'tearing blast' was followed by a muffled explosion. 'It looked as though
the plane was out of control.'
Farm workers heard the plane flying above a bank of low clouds. Then
the aircraft crashed, hit a tree and exploded, leaving a six-foot crater.
Men working on a dredger on the river Medway, about a mile from the
scene of the crash, heard the aircraft pass nearby and then saw it dive
steeply 'like lightning' out of the clouds. They did not know it had crashed
– the noisy engine of the dredger must have drowned the sound of the
explosion, they thought.
Mr. C. Tapp, of Tunbridge Wells, who was passing through Five Oak
Green at the time of the accident, said: 'Everybody in the street heard the
whine of the plane as it approached us. We couldn't see it because of the
clouds, and then suddenly its engine seemed to stall. Something flashed
out of the clouds and there were two explosions.'
Village residents also heard a loud explosion, followed by a smaller one
and some saw a vivid flash. They saw a cloud of white smoke and ran to
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the scene where they found debris thrown over a wide area. One person
who was there a few minutes after the impact told the Courier: 'There was
absolutely nothing we could do; the plane exploded on hitting the ground
and there was just a deep hole, a few small pieces of metal and a faint haze
of smoke.'
The plane struck a large tree, cutting it in half, and near the tree was a hole
about eight feet deep and several feet long. The only recognisable part of
the plane was a crumpled wing tip bearing the RAF roundel. Small pieces
of metal, and wood from the tree, were scattered over a wide area. Such
was the completeness of the destruction police officials were initially
unable to determine the type of aircraft or its squadron location.
Fire brigades were called from Tonbridge and Paddock Wood and stood
by, but there was no fire and after a short period returned to their
respective stations. Members of the St. John Ambulance from Tonbridge
were also present. Police guarded the crash site until RAF experts arrived
to examine the wreckage in an attempt to determine the cause of the
accident.
The inquest on Group Capt. Ramsbottom-Isherwood was held at
Tonbridge Police Station on Monday 8th May. On opening the hearing the
Coroner (Mr. J. H. Soady) commented: 'I doubt very much whether you
will be able to get at the actual cause of the crash, apart from the extreme
probability that it was due to the weather. It is no part of our duties to go
into any technicalities.'
Wing Commander EBG Masefield, Senior Administrative Officer of West
Malling, said Group Captain Ramsbottom-Isherwood took off from
Martlesham at about 10.30 a.m. Shortly afterwards he called up West
Malling and was given a bearing. Flying conditions were extremely bad
and it was suggested that he should land at Manston, but the message was
not acknowledged. 'I saw the machine at about 10.50 a.m. when it flew
over the aerodrome in a very heavy snow storm at about 300-400 feet,'
said Wing Commander Masefield. 'Visibility was literally nil at the time
it is assumed he crashed. It is most unlikely he could have made a safe
landing at West Malling. I think it is quite probable that he didn't see the
aerodrome although he came right over the top.'
A dead heron was found about 100 yards from the scene of the accident,
but it is believed that the bird would have been flying too low to have been
its cause.
The jury returned a verdict of Accidental death due to adverse weather
conditions.
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Remains of Meteor VT185 were found in 2002 during soil stripping
ahead of aggregates extraction, and the site was excavated in April 2003
under Ministry of Defence Licence issued in accordance with the
Protection of Military Remains Act 1986. Local man Richard Barnstable
and his volunteer team recovered items including parts of the engines,
main wheels and tyres, instrument panels, cockpit instruments, and most
of a 20mm cannon. Various parts of VT185 were donated to Lashenden
Airfield in Headcorn with the intention that they will be displayed in the
museum.
Examination of these parts confirmed that extreme ice accretion would
have caused loss of control. Not only was the plane on 'maximum de-ice'
but the engines' turbine blades were undamaged, indicating that they were
iced and shut off, resulting in the inevitable crash.
Unfortunately, and with apologies, I have no record of who submitted
this article.

ED
(First one taken from the August 1944 edition of "The Windsock"
- the monthly magazine for the 356th Fighter Group based at RAF
Martlesham Heath during WW2.)
The husband answering the 'phone said.
'I don't know - call the weather bureau'.
'Who was that', said the cute young wife.
’Some sailor I guess. He asked if the coast was clear'.
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